Radiative decay of the 2p P 3 /Z,l/Z states of lithiumlike krypton (Z = 36) and the 2s2p 3 P These results are compared with calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of relativistic effects in three and four electron atoms has been a subject of considerable theoretical effort with the goal of developing a framework for accurate calculation of transition energies and Jecay rates l-22,42 . in high Z systems. A var1ety of approaches applied to the ~n = 0 transitions in theselithiumlike and berylliumlike high Zions, have, however, yielded discrepant results.
Measurements of wavelengths and lifetimes of transitions between lowlying states in which the principle quantum number does not change (~n = 0)
provide a sensitive test of relativistic calculations. The large but easily calculated Rydberg term is absent, while the relativistic corrections to the Coulomb interaction between electrons are a significant and rapidly increasing fraction of the transition energy with increasing Z.
Radiative corrections also make a measurable contribution to the binding energy of low-lying S states. In this paper, we report measured values of the wavelengths and mean lives of states which decay through ~n = 0 transitions to the ground state: 2p (Z = 36) and the 2s2p 3 P o t e nonre atiVlStlc energy. Anot er approac 1s to orm mu t1con-figurational products from relativistic single particle (Dirac) wave functions. A relativistic Hartree-Fock code (RHF) developed by Desclaux 6 • 7 has been the basis of several' such calculations. l-3
The relativistic random phase approximation has also been applied to calculations of wavelengths and decay rates in the beryllium sequence. 18 However, difficulties with two particle-two hole correlations in the ground state seriously affect the accuracy of the calculated 3 P 1 
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where a= The transition rates are given by:
where Et• E 312 are the appropriate transition energies. The zeroth order term in the matrix element is the nonrelativistic hydrogenic approximation.
The term of relative order z- Tables I and II. To calculate transition rates we take as the intermediate coupled states 
The relativistic correction to the 2s2p + s port1on o t e transition rate is calculated using the radial integrals evaluated for
Ref. 28 .
Mean lives o t e P 312 , 112 
IV. RESULTS
In Tables I andii measured We neglect the effect of core electrons upon the Lamb shift (leading term of relative order 1 ) and radiative corrections to the electric dipole matrix elements. In berylliumlike Kr we also neglect the effect of configuration mixing upon the Lamb shift. Without the Lamb shift included, no calculated wavelength in Table I would agree with our experiment. (1) and (2) 
